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encourages our members to look for and

support members of the Flight Support Team.
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The third day: For the FAI pilots, the third day gets more intense.

The field is pared down somewhat from days one and two and a

new sequence, the F sequence, is flown. They are now flying in

front of five judges, not the three they had on days one and two.

Today will set the stage for the finals tomorrow. If the pilots

have had anything in reserve from the four rounds of P-11, today is

the time to go the extra distance. Half of today’s pilots will not be

flying tomorrow. 

Midairs: Our special thoughts are with the four pilots involved in

midairs on Wednesday. It is a tribute to all of the Nats pilots

watching how willing so many were to share when other pilots had

a need for another airplane, offering even their own airplanes so

the midaired pilots could still fly in the finals. You guys are great!

Score 10s!

—Jim Quinn

Frank photo.
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Thursday morning’s flightline.
Sandy Frank photo.

Getting the last day of RC Precision
Aerobatics started. Frank photo.
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My first rc airplanemy first rc airplane
Take special notice of how young many of these pilots were when they started flying

and how “uninformed” many

were about aerobatic flying when

they entered their first contests. Danny Landis: I

was five when I

started flying RC

with an Ugly Stick.

It had a Rossi 61

with a tuned pipe. I

sat on my dad’s lap

and my thumbs

were on top of his,

then on the sticks

with his guidance,

and finally I could

fly on my own. I

entered my first

contest the next

year in Shirley,

Long Island, New

York, and won. 

It was natural for me to fly since my dad, Richard, and his dad,

Harvey, were also great RC pilots. I also fly the family Cessna 182 in

which I soloed on my 16th birthday and got my ticket on my 17th

birthday. 

I am currently a commercial and instrument rated pilot. I am a CFI

and I have a seaplane rating. In RC I fly anything from my ½-ounce

Playmate to a 40% Extra with a four-cylinder engine. When I am not

flying my Passport or my Visa, I am flying UAVs for our military. I do

the take offs and landings and someone else somewhere else actually

does the bulk of the flying.

Tony Frackowiak: I started with a Junior Falcon and a Golden Bee .049

engine. For $27.88 I purchased a Futaba system including the escapement! That

first flight was most successful for the airplane; it flew perfectly. 

The radio, on the other hand, was a different story. I knew I should be

pushing the button once for right and twice for left turns, but nothing happened.

That first airplane never responded to even one radio command. It could still be

flying some place, I never saw it again. 

My first successful flight was with a Falcon 56. I finished building a World

Engines semi-kit, installed a K&B35 green head, and actually had control of

this airplane so much so that I landed on my first flight and the engine was still

running. 

In 1975 I went to a contest in Lockport, New York. I slept in the back of my

pickup and woke up the next morning at the field, but there was no one there

from that club. Finally another guy and I decided we’d start flying ourselves

about 9:00 when one of the club members came racing into the facility and

promptly announced that no flying goes on here until 11:00. 

I did finish second at that contest. One of my all-time favorite aerobatic airplanes was my 1989 Fyg-Leaf biplane designed by

Ken Bonnema. I won the Nats that year and went on to fly in the World Championships with that same airplane. 

I am very grateful for all I’ve seen and all the places I’ve been able to visit thanks to RC Aerobatics. I am so pleased to watch the

development of the F3A airplanes.

Andrew Jesky: I was seven when I started flying RC

with a Sig Senior three-channel airplane. I landed on

my first flight without ever looking at the airplane. It

was about 10 flights later when my instructor finally

told me to look at the airplane. He thought I’d get too

scared if I looked at the airplane at first. 

Some years later Bob Kane asked if he could take

me to a contest in Kentucky. I was flying a 4 Star 40.

Although I didn’t do all that great at that contest, I was

hooked. My first Nats was in 2000 with my brother,

Joseph’s, USA Star. I came back the next two years

with a Prophecy and won Advanced then Masters and

you know the rest of the story.

Photos by Jim Quinn.



Arch Stafford: I was four-and-a-half when I flew my Ace Alpha, a

three-channel airplane with a Cox .09 and an Ace Silver Seven single-

stick radio. My dad taught me and since there was no buddy box back

then, he had to kneel behind me for assistance. 

I flew my first contest with a Great Planes Cherokee when I was

10. I came in sixth out of 15 in Novice. I have another Cherokee now

and my son will fly his first contest using the new ARF version of the

Cherokee. 

Later I was flying a Viper with a 1.20 powerhouse. My first Nats

was in 1998, but I was plagued by radio problems, especially when I

lost an elevator servo. I had over 2,200 flights on my Black Magic

VF3 when I recently retired it. It had to be one of my best and favorite

airplanes of all time.

Jason Shulman: I started flying when I was seven and entered my

first contest that same year. My first landing at that contest was

probably a half-mile away. I had thousands of flights on that Top

Flight Head Master. Of course, my dad taught me to fly RC, even

though his earliest success came as a Control Line pilot. 

I was lucky that my grandfather was working for Top Flight

at the time because it seemed like we would go through box after box

of those wooden props. My dad finally decided it was time I learned

to change my own props, which actually helped me learn how to land

better and not break so many.

Brett Wickizer: I started at the age of nine with an LT 40 that my dad

built. It crashed so often that the fuselage looked like it came out of a

pretzel factory. I never actually got to solo that LT 40. I finally soloed

on an Advanced 40. 

One of my favorite airplanes in those years was the Balsa Nove 40. I

flew some 3-D and some big airplanes, but I always knew I needed to

be in Pattern if my flying was to improve. Thanks to people like Don

Ramsey I was inspired to try F3A Precision Aerobatics and knew I was

where I belonged. 

Brett’s dad, Mike, is his biggest supporter. Mike likened it to, “If I

owned a race horse I’d need to find a jockey.” If you’ve ever seen Brett

fly you know Mike found the right jockey!

Chip Hyde: For my fourth birthday my dad bought

me a Lanier Slow Comet. In about a month I was

able to take that airplane off with a World Engines

single stick transmitter and an O.S. .35 giving it the

power. 

My dad would not let me fly on my own for a

whole year until I turned five. That year I entered

my first two contests and took first place in both. 

One of my all-time favorite airplanes—after the

Visa, of course—was the Dalotal. It had one of the

first soft mounts. I won the F3A Nats with that

airplane in 1984.
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George Asteris: I was in my 30s when I started to fly. My

first RC airplane was a Falcon 56. I had to teach myself how

to fly since there was no one around who knew any more

than I did about flying RC. 

Needless to say there were a few crashes in those early

days. Finally, there was a place for RC pilots to fly, but it

was over an hour away from my house. It was there that I

met the young, 18-year-old Andre Bouchard. It only took that

first four point roll that he did so well to get me hooked. 

I built and flew a Kaos and then a Dirty Birdie, but by the

1980s I was designing and building my own airplanes. There

are still some Omens that I designed flying today.

One great flying day I was having such a good time flying

my Falcon 56 I forgot about the time and it ran out of fuel. It

was also down wind at the time (where else?) and so it

landed away from the school yard where I was flying. I

finally found it in someone’s back yard next to a lawn

mower. 

As I began to retrieve my airplane a man came out of the

house and ordered me not to touch the airplane because it

almost hit him. He was going back inside to call the police.

As he went inside, I grabbed that airplane and ran as fast as I

could.

Jerry Budd: I was living in a small town of 900 in Nebraska

when I was 13. All I could do was to read about radio control in

magazines and dream about it. Finally, I got an Ace RC Dick’s

Dream. It started with a PeeWee .020, but as it gained weight

from less graceful landings, I finally changed the engine to a

Golden Bee .049. 

I would play a round of golf and then fly the RC airplane at

that same golf course. We formed an RC club with three people

and our local grocery story became a Sig dealer with one shelf of

his store dedicated to RC modeling. 

I had a Sig Cadet and a Cougar with a .45 and a tuned pipe.

The 1979 Nats was in Lincoln, Nebraska, so I went. I had never

seen a contest before, nor had I ever seen a Pattern airplane. I

built a Skyglass Vertigo II with an O.S. .60 and Goldbeg retracts.

That plane took off, climbed to altitude, leveled off, and

continued straight. It was perfectly trimmed and so it could have

flown for miles. I never saw it again. 

I was so excited to see the actual people whom I had only seen

before in pictures in magazines. At the pilots’ meeting at that Nats

I asked Dave Brown the question about rolling first or starting

high to do an outside loop. Dave said it was rolling first,

according to the rule book. 

As a college student at the time, I had memorized the rule book

and so I told Dave it was not in the rule book. A discussion

ensued until no one could find any mention o how to start the

outside loop in the rule book anywhere. 

Since I didn’t have the maneuvers memorized, one of the other

pilots asked if I would like him to stand behind me and call the

maneuvers loudly enough for the judges to hear. Normally the

pilot would do this himself. I said I would like the help and that

started a two-year discussion as to whether or not a pilot can have

a caller. 

I started building soft mounts in 1988 to fill a need in the RC

community. That next year I sold more than $4,000 worth of

material in Toledo and later Sullivan bought me out. With the

advent of the Internet I have been able to get back onto offering a

few products online to customers all over the world.

Wednesday’s
judges hard at

work.
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Stephen Byrd: I attended my first Nats when I was six weeks

old. I can’t tell you much about that year. I started flying when I

was four. During a fight I would see something else that

interested me so I would put the transmitter down and walk away.

One of my older brothers or my dad would have to scramble to

get the transmitter and recover the airplane while I wandered off

on some new adventure. 

I still own that Cadet Senior and intend to start teaching my

son to fly using the same airplane. Luckily for me my dad owned

a hobby shop in Fort Worth, Texas, for more than 15 years. 

My first Pattern airplane was a Kaos. I flew at Todd Blose’s

contest in Waco when I was 10. The Shazham remains one of my

favorite airplanes of all time. My first Nats was in 2002 where I

flew Intermediate.

David Snow: I was 10 and the airplane was a Falcon 56 with

ailerons. I learned to land first and take off second. My dad and I

were learning together, but my dad was a little ahead of me. So

he would take off my airplane and then go fly his own. When it

was time for me to land he would land first and then come and

help me land. 

I went to my first contest in 1980, but had a crash due to a

radio failure. I flew a Typo in the 1985 Nats in Westover,

Massachusetts. I came in first in my first Nats. I won Masters in

2004. I have Nats trophies ranging from first to sixth. I was a

judge for the 1989 team selection when one of the pilots was

Tony Frackoviak.

Joseph Szczur: I started when I was 5 with an Alpha 40. I did

more flying on the simulator and then my dad taught me using a

buddy cord. 

I was flying at the Farm Club contest when the wings folded

on that Alpha and we never found the fuselage. I flew in the

2008 Nats in Intermediate. In 2009 I flew FAI with an Angel S

and this year I am flying Advanced with my dad’s Passport. 

Riley Kissenberth: It took me a long time to save $500 but I was

able to by my first RC airplane at the age of 10. It was a complete

package including transmitter and receiver. I landed on that first

flight, but only took off for the first time on my second flight. 

I was flying an Extreme Flight Yak 50cc which got me hooked on

Aerobatics. I wanted something more precise so my dad and I settled

on an Integral. I just got a Spark, but need more time to grove it in

before I start flying it at contests. 

I am also very interested in F3P. I’ve flown in the last two Electric

Tournament of Champions contests. I really want to excel in flying. 

I also have a glider solo and I am flying a Cessna 172. I

hope to be a commercial pilot and fly for some company like Fed Ex.
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Scores and Standings Please note: Scores are unofficial until

tabulation is confirmed.
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